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Make a drawer box
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Drawer boxes must be the most time consuming component to make.
Peter Sefton offers a few solutions that might get the job done more quickly

D

rawer making can be a time
consuming job, but it’s a very
rewarding part of furniture
making with so many design and
construction possibilities.
In this article, I cover five different
methods that involve varying levels
of complexity and with different
construction techniques. Successful
traditional drawer making relies on

the carcass or table frame being
made square and true, only then can
successful drawer fitting take place.
Traditional carcass construction
relies on the accuracy of the drawer
runners, kickers and drawer guides to
ensure a smooth piston-fit drawer. ➤

The combination of joints typically used for strength
and alignment of the carcass components
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the end grain to side grain gluing that
this joint offers, as the porous end
grain fibres will soak up the glue.
You can further strengthen the joint
by adding panel pins – or friction
fittings as I politely call them – or
by dowelling through the joint to
add both strength and some visual
interest. A well grooved and glued
plywood bottom would also give the
drawer box the additional rigidity that
it needs.

➤

Bare faced tongues
A rebated corner joint – quick to
make – but a weak construction

The bare faced tongue is still relying on end grain to side grain gluing

➤

Metal drawer runners can simplify
carcass construction and they do
away with some of the accuracy
required for traditional construction
methods. They are also better
suited to veneered, MDF or plywood
furniture, where the running surfaces
are metal drawer runners themselves;
veneered surfaces should not be
used as drawer running surfaces as
the veneer will soon wear through.

Rebated drawers

One of the simplest drawer boxes to
produce is the rebated corner joint

Routing a grooved housing with a router slot
cutter through a false fence to reduce breakout

that may be used in small drawer
constructions like pigeon holes in
traditional bureaux or the cheaper
‘end of’ drawer constructions. This
method could be used with either
solid timber or MDF and plywood.
It is one of the quickest construction
methods using either hand tools, a
router table or spindle moulder to
form the rebate.
That said, although it is one of the
quickest methods, it is one of my
least favourite, as the joint has no
mechanical strength and relies solely
on the glue. It is far from ideal using

Drawer base groove shows
unless stopped short
Form a bare faced tongue with a square breakout block for support
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Bare faced tongues offer a stronger
joint and are well suited to batch
production work. I prefer these to the
rebated corner joint as they do offer
some mechanical strength and are
easier to glue up, as you only need
to apply cramping pressure in one
direction. But again, they only offer
end grain to side grain gluing.
They are suited to either solid timber,
MDF or plywood constructions and
are a popular choice for those who
make up drawer boxes with metal
drawer runners – referred to in my
drawer runner article in F&C189.
These bare faced tongues are most
suited to jobs where a false drawer
front is going to be applied as it covers
over the end grain of the plywood or
the end grain of the drawer sides.

False drawer fronts

If false or applied drawer fronts are
being used, double-sided sticky tape
is great for positioning the drawer
front prior to the final fixing with either
screws counter sunk from inside the
drawer or counter bored with either
flush fitting or domed headed timber
plugs to hide the screw heads. The
screws can pull the drawer front out
of position so care is required to
keep the screw dead centre of the
clearance hole, or otherwise use solid
timber or metal dowels for a more
positive positioning. False drawer
fronts tend to be used when metal

Structurally strong,
the comb joint shows
lots of end grain
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Typical 12mm drawer side construction
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Drawer sides can extend
past the drawer back
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The groove for the drawer
bottom is concealed by
the drawer front
Bare faced tongues are quick
to make but only offer end
grain to side grain gluing
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Using band cramps and shop made corner blocks to glue up mitre joints

False drawer front fixed with screws, counterbored and plugged – or dowelled for location

drawer runners have been used as the
positioning of the drawer front is best
done after the drawer box has been
screwed to the runners and inserted
in to the cabinet.

Folded mitre

Knock down or flat pack furniture
manufacturers use the ‘V’ groove and
fold principle of drawer construction
where a continuous strip of melamine
faced chip board would be ‘V’ grooved
across the drawer side cutting through
the board’s thickness, all but for the
last 0.5mm. With a groove ready to
accept the hardboard drawer bottom,
the drawer sides are folded to form a
drawer box around the drawer bottom.
This is a mass production approach
to drawer making because it is
quick, cheap and easy, and much of
the time the thin hardboard drawer
bottoms will ultimately fail. However,
we can make up mitred drawers in
our own workshops that look far more
attractive, as long as we can improve
on the inherent weakness of end grain

The groove for the
bottom remains hidden
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gluing that mitres offer.
We can do this with the addition
of mechanical or interlocking joints;
the joints can be quite quick to
produce once your saw has been
set up to cut the mitres. There are
various ways of strengthening the
mitre depending on the size of
the timber being used. A loose/
false tongue can be used but I like
the use of veneer splines either
cut square or dovetailed in with
a suitably sized dovetail or tenon
saw whose kerf matches that of the
veneer. They not only add strength
but also give the drawer a more
handmade look and you can add
visual interest by using a contrasting
veneer spline. A thicker spline can
also be used to match a machine
produced slot on the router or
spindle moulder using a slot cutter.
You can also insert dowels
through the mitre, although it’s a
little tricky to do unless you have a
jig made up to guide the drill bit and
stop it wandering.

Dowels drilled through
the mitre adds strength to
end grain joints

Comb jointed drawers

These drawers can be very strong
and there are numerous ways of
making them. Cutting the joint by
hand can be as demanding as
cutting dovetails but without the full
mechanical strength and the quality
look that a dovetail provides.
The process of cutting the comb
joint can be sped up and made far
more accurate using routers and jigs,
including the Axminster comb joint
cutter, a WoodRat, or Leigh jig. The
production method is to use a multi
saw spindle head. Comb joints can
again be made in solid timber
or plywood.

Dovetailed drawers

Traditionally these would have lapped
or stopped dovetails at the front
and through dovetails at the back,
although for a more contemporary
look we can use through dovetails
at the front as well. The dovetailed
drawer box is considered to be the
best quality of drawer construction
and with good reason as a well
made dovetailed drawer should last
indefinitely. It is usually the drawer
sides/slips and the runners that
ultimately fail through general wear
and tear.
When making dovetailed drawers
the choice of timber is more important
than ever; a hard-wearing quartersawn timber should be used with
moderate movement values, to try
and eliminate the drawer expanding
and contracting through seasonal
changes in humidity. Quarter-sawn
oak (Quercus robur) has been
used for centuries and has stood
the test of time well. Maple (Acer
campestre) could be used for a more
contemporary look which we also
know is hard-wearing.
The essence of quality drawer
making is to have thin drawer sides ➤
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– 6-8mm for mid sized handmade
drawers and 12mm solid or plywood
when used with metal drawer runners.
The drawer’s sides should look thin/
fine when you open the drawer and
view from above. If we were to use
fine drawer sides alone, this would
create problems in fixing the drawer
bottom within the drawer box and the
drawer sides would soon wear away
or cut grooves into the drawer runners
that they glide upon.

Drawer slips

To overcome the wear and weakness
issues, drawer ‘slips’ are glued to the
inside face of the drawer sides at the
bottom. They increase the running/
wearing surface at the bottom of the
drawer side and also give more timber
for the drawer bottom to groove into.
The best quality slips are set flush
with the drawer bottom to allow any
paper to sit flat within the drawer.
Quadrant drawer slips are an easier

MDF or
veneered
carcass side

The flush drawer slip, bare faced tenoned into the back of the drawer front. Work by Peter Sefton’s
long course student, Tim Perera

and cheaper option to add strength
to the drawer side but as their name
implies, they leave a quadrant in the
bottom corner of the drawer sides;
traditional solid bottoms are bevelled
or mulleted into the drawer sides.
A more streamlined look is to use
thicker drawer sides that have been
machined down, taking out a curved
bottom rebate to make the drawer
sides look thin from above, whilst
leaving them thicker at the bottom
edge where the strength is required
and the wear takes place.
For larger drawers, a central slip
or muntin is used. This divides the
drawer bottom into two sections, thus
eliminating any sagging potential that
may take place within large drawer
bottoms. Again, these muntins can
be flush or quadrant in profile. Some
muntins are put into a lapped dovetail
from the underneath of the drawer
front. I prefer to tenon these muntins
and the drawer slips into the groove

Moulded lip on top
of drawer side

Undermount metal
runners support
the weight of the
drawers
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in the back of the drawer front, which
has already been put there to accept
the drawer bottom. This groove needs
to be positioned height-wise so it will
be covered by the lowest dovetail on
the drawer side.

Drawer bottoms

These can either be made in solid
timber or veneered plywood, cedar of
Lebanon (Cedrus libani) has been the
popular choice for drawers that may
have clothes to go in them as it has
a natural moth proofing aroma which
seems to last indefinitely. If solid
drawer bottoms are used, the grain
must run from side to side, allowing
for any expansion or contraction to
take place at the back of the drawer.
Making thin, solid drawer bottoms
is quite time consuming and often
a veneered birch plywood is the
preferred choice for furniture makers
as it is cheaper, easier, and flatter
– as long as the back edge of the
veneered birch plywood is pre-lipped
before it is veneered, as although we
like to use plywood, we certainly don’t
like to see it! Solid drawer bottoms in
mid-sized dovetailed drawers may be
between 6-8mm thick in most cases
and could be between 3-12mm in
plywood examples.

Drawer backs

Drawer backs are generally made to
the same thickness as the drawer
sides although thinner material could
be used. On a dovetailed drawer use
through dovetails at the back corner/
connection, with the pins being
formed on the drawer back and the
tails on the drawer side. The drawer
side needs to have one less tail at
the back than it would have where
it connects at the drawer front. The
reason being that the drawer back
sits on top of the drawer bottom to
allow the drawer bottom to expand
and contract. The top of the drawer
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Underside of drawer bottom to allow for drawer bottom expansion. Work by Peter Sefton’s long course student, Alisdair Rushforth

back can be set 5mm lower than
the drawer side to allow for air to
escape out of the opening drawer.
The connection between the
drawer back and sides does not
suffer from the same stresses and
strains as the front connection
to the drawer sides so you could
use alternative joints at the back
connection such as a dovetail or
slip housing where the drawer sides
continue over length, behind the
drawer back. If drawer boxes are
being made up for metal drawer
running systems, the drawer back
should be a simpler joint and the
same height as the drawer sides.

Kicker

economical and reliable jointing
method for drawers; the proportions
of these have much improved over
the years with jigs, including the
English-made WoodRat. Personally,
I find that making and fitting a
handmade drawer is one of the most
pleasurable jobs within furniture
making and the one construction
that will last for a few more hundred
years yet. F&C
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A newer form of quality drawer
construction has developed over
the last 30 years or so, which is to
utilise the central muntin within the
drawer into which we form a groove.
This groove then acts as the runner
and guide for the drawer and a
corresponding runner is fixed within
the cabinet under the constructed
drawer to give lateral control to the
drawer. This construction works
particularly well where a skeletal
frame is used as part of the design
of the cabinet and therefore does
away with the traditional drawer
guides or solid timber sides.
This construction is also useful
where a drawer is within a cabinet
that is hidden behind a door. In this
scenario the drawer must be made
narrower than the carcass aperture,
otherwise the drawer would foul
on the open door. In this instance
a fillet has to be put alongside the
drawer sides. This has the potential
to look a little clumsy. A neater
option is to use the central muntin
guide and allow an open space at
either side of the drawer within the
cabinet.
Machined dovetails are an
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Runners
Central muntin guides are great skeletal-framed
carcasses or for drawers located behind doors

Drawer back is through-dovetailed to drawer side. Work by Peter Sefton’s
long course student, Alisdair Rushforth

Peter Sefton teaches long and
short courses in woodworking
and furniture making at his
school in Worcestershire. You
can visit his website for further
information and details: www.
peterseftonfurnitureschool.com.
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